Building Energy Asset Score (Asset Score) is an as-built rating that identifies the energy efficiency of a building using standard operation parameters. Buildings are scored on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 represents an extremely low-efficiency building and 10 represents a building of the maximum efficiency using current building technologies. Asset Scores are normalized for climate, weather and standard building operations.
Preview is a preliminary Asset Score range for as-built building efficiency. It uses robust regression analyses and default values to assess the range of building performance and potential for improvement on the same scale as the Asset Score.
Site Energy Use Intensity (EUI) is a building's total annual energy consumption onsite divided by its floor area. Site EUI indicates the overall building energy performance and is measured in kBtu/ft 2 (one thousand British thermal units per square foot). A low EUI signifies good energy performance, but certain property types will always use more energy than others.
Source EUI is a Site EUI that accounts for energy losses that take place during generation, transmission and distribution of the energy. Source energy use is the total amount of raw fuel that is consumed by a building and incorporates upstream efficiency impacts of energy delivery systems for different fuel sources to give a more complete assessment of the energy consumption resulting from building operations.
Total System Performance Ratio (TSPR) is a metric to evaluate the overall efficiency of an HVAC system. It is a ratio of annual building loads to annual heating and cooling energy. The denominator includes energy consumption of all system components, including reheat systems, pumps and heat recovery, among others. Of the 250 ENERGY STAR score-eligible buildings that reported 2015 energy performance to the City, 181
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were also eligible for analysis using Asset Score Tool developed by PNNL for DOE. Since Asset Score does
The RIA team's key findings (Research into Action 2017):
• Fifty-three respondents appreciated and used all three of the City's support tools. Almost all respondents (87 percent) consulted the Energy Reporting How-To Guide at least once, 55% contacted the Help Desk, and 49% attended a workshop. Respondents gave positive feedback on the support they received from the City.
• Almost one-third of the respondents encountered challenges when estimating the GFA. These challenges related to use-type definitions, particularly uncertainty about whether a building qualifies as mixed-use
property, and about when to count covered walkways and attached parking garages in the GFA. Owners of buildings with tenants had a more challenging time estimating GFA than did building owners without tenants. Building owners commonly used the total square footage of their properties from architectural drawings to estimate GFA.
• Most respondents entered their electric and natural gas usage data (58% and 61%, respectively) manually by reviewing their utility bills. Most respondents found it relatively straightforward to obtain energy data from their utilities and entering energy usage data into Portfolio Manager. Four respondents with separately-metered tenants had difficulty obtaining and/or completing the waivers that the utilities required to release the tenants' usage data to them.
• In almost all cases, building owners included separately-metered tenants' energy usage data in their reporting.
• Respondents had little difficulty estimating weekly operating hours, the number of workers on the main shift, and the number of computers at the building. The respondents accounted for businesses' hours of operation and the type of business when estimating these inputs. Some used information from their buildings' human resources, security, or information technology departments.
• Several respondents expressed concern about the demands placed on them by the City's ordinance.
Some respondents found the process time-consuming and/or confusing. In a few cases, respondents said they needed to hire a third party to ensure their submissions were done correctly.
not support some use types, like data centers and mixed-use buildings, not all 250 buildings could be analyzed.
Asset Score is a web-based tool that provides a simplified workflow for a user to specify the characteristics of a building, including its geometric configuration, envelope, mechanical and lighting systems (Wang et al. 2015) . Using this information, Asset Score Tool develops a whole building energy model using EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus 2018) and OpenStudio (OpenStudio 2018) and scores a building based on its modeled EUI (Wang et al. 2016) . Asset Score Tool also evaluates individual building systems to identify cost effective retrofit opportunities and a potential Asset Score for the building. The tool generates a PDF report that includes a building's current score, potential score, cost-effective upgrade opportunities and estimated energy savings by end use. Figure 5 shows the score scale for the full Asset Score capability. This capability also rates the performance of individual building systems as 'Fair', 'Good' or 'Superior', which can be helpful for identifying inefficient building systems that could potentially benefit from retrofits.
Preview (Goel et al. 2018 Energy Consumption data (EIA 2017) and the PNNL prototype buildings (Thornton et al. 2011 ). corresponding Asset Score range (Goel et al. 2018 ).
Figure 6: Example of the score range generated through Asset Score Preview.
Preview score ranges and source EUI can be helpful in categorizing buildings with low, medium or high potential for energy savings. For the 181 buildings included in the batch analysis, the estimated median Preview source EUI was compared to the ESPM source EUI to understand the actual, operational ESPM building performance when compared to the Previewpredicted performance based on assets. As shown in Figure 7 , three distinct bins were observed by plotting The biggest gaps were related to building controls, which were not as easily decipherable through the mechanical drawings but were easily identified through a conversation with the building manager. Similarly, other details, such as equipment nameplate information, were more accurately identified through these site visits, which revealed the limitations of using building permits to create Asset Scores. In the future, the development of Asset Scores is recommended based on 1-to 2-hour site visits rather than researching the City's building permit data, unless significant changes are made to the permit data management.
Where available, building plans can be useful for determining some building characteristics, such as geometry, window-to-wall ratio, internal atrium dimensions and GFA. However, significant discrepancies in self-reported GFA from ESPM benchmarking reports and the GFA estimated from building plans were routinely found by the research team. Google satellite imagery was used, as needed, to supplement the GFA estimate for the Asset Scores. In some cases, this online research revealed additional corrections to envelope and mechanical systems information.
Technical Appendix C provides a table summarizing all of the key building characteristics that were collected by the research team to complete full Asset Scores based on permit review, site visits and online research. • DOE Asset Score dataset including energy use predictions, building physical characteristics (including GFA, year of construction, use types, fuel types available on site), and operational characteristics.
DRIVING BUILDINGS TO PERFORM
For further research of this concept, a quadrant matrix was developed by plotting the ENERGY STAR scores and Asset Scores for each building in the data, as 
Potential Future Workflow
The ideal workflow would automate and streamline the process from data collection to actual implementations of retrofits and evaluation of energy savings achieved.
The workflow, as shown in Figure 10 and described in this section, proposes a scenario developed on the basis of this research project. Key elements of this workflow are discussed below.
Streamlined Permit Data Collection
Cities collect a lot of permit data, but most is stored in formats that makes it difficult to access later. Collection of key building data points in a standard format, like
BuildingSync, would allow this data to be used for future assessment projects (BuildingSync 2018).
1
Inclusion of an additional data point related to number of floors can allow Preview assessments to be generated in the future. BuildingSync files could be written out from a city's public records database and 1 BuildingSync is a common schema for energy audit data that can be used by different software and databases for data exchange.
read into SEED, 2 for further assessments and better data management.
Automated Data Transfer from Portfolio Manager
Benchmarking ordinances require building managers to report Portfolio Manager scores to their respective cities. SEED can automatically pull this data from Portfolio Manager for buildings that have been shared with SEED.
SEED for Data Management
Using SEED for data management would enable the city administrator to manage building energy performance data. The SEED Platform helps users easily combine data from multiple sources, using the unique building ID utilized by the city, clean and validate the data, and share the information with others. SEED can read BuildingSync schema files and has an API capability that can automatically pull data from Portfolio Manager. Having all data sources in a structured database enables analysis of these various data sources to inform building energy efficiency programs. 
Automated Preview Assessment for Benchmarked Buildings
The streamlined permit data collection process would enable the data to be managed in the SEED Data 
RCx Assessments and Automated Data Transfer
The quadrant analysis would identify buildings that would be good candidates for RCx. Once identified, the energy efficiency program administrator could provide incentives for the RCx process. This project marked the first time that an outside organization has connected to either the Preview API or the Asset Score API. As a result of this work, both
Conclusion
APIs are now fully functional and more documentation exists for future API users. Initially, the project team considered using the Asset Score API to both send building characteristics and retrieve results, but the complexities of creating the building geometry description that Asset Score tool uses were beyond the scope of this project. Instead, the team decided to send and receive data with the Preview API, but to only receive data from the Asset Score API. This means that for this project, the data required for Asset Score was manually entered into Asset Score Tool's user interface. Figure A2 shows that flow of data.
DOE is currently developing the capacity for the Asset Score API to use the BuildingSync XML data schema to allow third-party energy audit software tools to score buildings. In the future, this will make it easier for other jurisdictions to collect Asset Score input data, because there will be the opportunity to capture that data from other channels, not just direct data entry into Asset Score Tool itself. The following are links to public code on GitHub that was developed to automate connectivity between the SEED Platform and Asset Score:
• https://github.com/GreenBuildingRegistry/jwtoauth2 JWT OAuth (rfc7523) implementation extended from oauthlib and Django OAuth Toolkit
• https://github.com/GreenBuildingRegistry/usad dress-scourgify Clean US addresses following USPS pub 28 and RESO guidelines
• https://github.com/GreenBuildingRegistry/pybes A Python client for accessing the Building Energy Asset Score API
• https://github.com/GreenBuildingRegistry/pyseed SEED API call
• https://github.com/GreenBuildingRegistry/dubp late An immutable dict like data structure with added metadata
• https://github.com/GreenBuildingRegistry/yaml -config Python client for reading yaml based config files 
